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In this paper, formulae are given for the coefficients of the highest powers of *
in the chromatic polynomial P(H, *) of a linear uniform hypergraph H, thus
generalizing the corresponding result of Meredith for graphs. The new result
implies, among other things, that the elementary h-uniform cycle C hm with m edges
is chromatically unique for all m, h3.  1998 Academic Press
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A simple hypergraph H=(X, E), with order |X| and size m=|E|, consists
of a vertex-set V(H)=X and an edge-set E(H)=E, where EX and
|E|2 for each edge E in E. H is linear if no two edges intersect in more
than one vertex, and H is h-uniform, or is an h-hypergraph, if |E|=h for
each E in E. The number of edges containing a vertex x is its degree dH(x).
Two vertices u, v of H are in the same component if there are vertices
x0=u, x1 , ..., xk=v and edges E1 , ..., Ek of H such that xi&1 , xi # Ei for
each i (1ik). If H has only one component then it is connected. A cycle
C of length k in H [1] is a subhypergraph comprising k distinct vertices
x1 , ..., xk and k distinct edges E1 , ..., Ek of H such that xi&1 , xi # Ei for
each i (1ik, indices taken modulo k). C is elementary if dC(xi)=2 for
each i and dC( y)=1 for each other vertex y in ki=1 Ei . We shall denote
an elementary h-uniform cycle with m edges by C hm ; clearly it has order
m(h&1). An elementary path can be defined in a similar way. An h-uniform
hypertree is a connected linear h-hypergraph without cycles.
Lemma 1.1. Let H be a linear h-hyperpraph without cycles and with
order n, size m and c components. Then n=c+m(h&1).
Proof. This follows from the obvious fact that a hypertree with m edges
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If H is a hypergraph and * # N, a *-coloring of H is a function
f : V(H)  [1, ..., *] such that for each edge E of H there exist x, y in E for
which f (x){ f ( y). The number of *-colorings of H is given by a poly-
nomial P(H, *) of degree |V(H)| in *, called the chromatic polynomial
of H. Let N(i, j) denote the number of subhypergraphs of H with |V(H)|
vertices, i components and j edges.
Lemma 1.2. Let H be a hypergraph of order n. Then P(H, *)=
*n+an&1*n&1+ } } } +a1*, where
ai= :
j0
(&1) j N(i, j) (1in&1). (1)
Proof. The proof uses the inclusionexclusion principle in the same way
as for graphs (see, e.g., [6]). K
It is an easy exercise to find the chromatic polynomial of hypertrees and
elementary cycles.




P(C hm , *)=(*
h&1&1)m+(&1)m(*&1).
2. GIRTH AND CHROMATIC POLYNOMIAL
OF LINEAR HYPERGRAPHS
Thirteen hypergraphs H1 , ..., H13 are indicated diagrammatically in
Fig. 1. Two of them, H5 and H10 , are 4-uniform. The rest are 3-uniform
and, in each of these, three vertices form an edge if and only if they lie on
a single straightline segment or a circular arc. Note that seven of these are
subhypergraphs of the Fano configuration.
Let H be a linear h-hypergraph that contains a cycle. The girth g= g(H)
of H is the length of a shortest cycle in H, which is necessarily elementary,
and cg(H) denotes the number of cycles of length g in H ; clearly g3 and
|V(H)| g(h&1). For 1i13, let :(H ; Hi) be the number of sub-
hypergraphs of H that are isomorphic to Hi if H and Hi have the same
girth, and 0 otherwise. Note that :(H ; Hi)=0 unless
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Figure 1
g=3, h=3, i=1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, or 13,
or
g=4, h=3, i=4 or 9,
or
g=3, h=4, i=5 or 10.
The following theorem is the natural generalization of a result of Meredith
[5] from graphs to linear uniform hypergraphs. Note, however, that
Meredith’s result contains no analogue of our hypergraphs H1 , ..., H13 .
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a linear h-hyperpraph with order n, size m, and
girth g, where h3. Then
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P(H, *)=*n&\m1+ *n&h+1+\
m
2 + *n&2h+2& } } }
+(&1) g&1 \ mg&1+ *n&(g&1)(h&1)
+(&1) g (cg(H )&:(H; H1)) *n& g(h&1)+1






:(H; Hi)+ *n& gh+g
+Q(*), (2)
where Q(*) is a polynomial in * of degree at most n& gh+ g&1.
Proof. It is easy to see that the number c(G) of components in a sub-
hypergraph G of H with n vertices and j edges satisfies c(G)n& j(h&1),
with equality if and only if G is cycle-free (which must hold if j< g).
Moreover, if j= g then c(G)=n& g(h&1) or n& g(h&1)+1, depending
on whether G is or is not cycle-free. And if j> g then c(G)n&g(h&1)+1,
with equality if and only if every subset of g edges of G forms a cycle
containing all the remaining edges of G ; it is not difficult to see that this
implies that each edge of G must intersect every other edge, so that g=3,
from which linearity implies h3 so that h=3, and now the only possibil-
ity is that G is isomorphic to a 3-hypergraph consisting of H1 (Fig. 1) and
n&6 isolated vertices. It follows that if i>n& g(h&1) then
N(i, j)={\
m
j + , if i=n&j(h&1); jg&1,
cg(H ), if i=n&g(h&1)+1; j=g,
:(H ; H1), if i=n&g(h&1)+1; j=g+1,
0, otherwise,
so that, by Lemma 1.2,
ai={
(&1) j \mj + , if i=n&j(h&1) ( jg&1),
(&1) g (cg(H )&:(H ; H1)), if i=n&g(h&1)+1,
0, otherwise.
Now let i=n& g(h&1) and as before let G be a subhypergraph of H
with n vertices, j edges, and i=c(G) components. Because c(G)n& j(h&1),
with equality if and only if G is cycle-free, it follows that j g and for j= g
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we deduce that N(n& gh+ g, g)=( mg )&cg(H) since G is cycle-free and can
be chosen in ( mg )&cg(H) ways.
For j g+1 the subhypergraph G is not cycle-free and any component
of G contains at most g(h&1)+1 vertices because c(G)=n& g(h&1).
Since |V(C hg+1)|> g(h&1)+1, one component C of G has g(h&1)+1
vertices, j g+1 edges and contains at least one cycle C hg and the remain-
ing vertices of G are isolated. Let x denote the vertex of C not belonging
to C hg .
If g=3 and h=3, let the edges of C 33 be x1 y1x2 , x2y2x3 and x3y3x1 .
Then the six possibilities for an edge E containing x are :1=x1 y2 x,
:2=x2 y3x, :3=x3 y1 x, ;1= y1 y2x, ;2= y2 y3 x, and ;3= y3 y1x. The
only other possible edge of C not in C 33 is #= y1 y2 y3 . However, linearity
means that ;1 , say, cannot coexist with any other of these edges except for
:2 . Thus up to isomorphism the eight possibilities for E(C)"E(C 33)
are [;1], [;1 , :2], [:1], [:1 , #], [:1 , :2], [:1 , :2 , #], [:1 , :2 , :3], and
[:1 , :2 , :3 , #]. Thus C is isomorphic to one of the following linear hyper-
graphs in Fig. 1: H2 , H3 ( j= g+1), H8 , H11 , H12 ( j= g+2), H6 , H7
( j= g+3), or H13 ( j= g+4).
If g=3 and h=4 in a similar way we find from the linearity that each
edge E containing x includes also one vertex of degree one of each edge of
C 43 ; if there exist two such edges E1 and E2 then they contain different ver-
tices of degree one of each edge of C 43 . In this case no edge different from
the edges of C 43 can contain only vertices of C
4
3 . Hence, C$H5 ( j= g+1)
or H10 ( j= g+2).
If g=3 and h5 we deduce that E has h&14 vertices in common
with C hg which is not possible by the linearity.
If g=4 and h=3 we find that each edge E containing x includes also
two vertices of degree one on two opposite sides of C 34 , since otherwise
g(G)<4. Hence C$H4 ( j= g+1) or H9 ( j= g+2) and for g=4 and
h4 we deduce that E contains at least three common vertices with C hg
which implies again g(G)<4, a contradiction.
If g5 because there is an edge E/C containing x having two vertices
in common with two different edges of C hg we deduce again g(G)< g.
Hence, by Lemma 1.2 one obtains






:(H; Hi)+ . K
3. CHROMATICALLY UNIQUE LINEAR HYPERGRAPHS
Two hypergraphs H and G are said to be chromatically equivalent or
/-equivalent, written HtG, if P(H, *)=P(G, *). A simple hypergraph H is
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chromatically unique if H$ H for every simple hypergraph H$ such that
H$tH ; that is, the structure of H is uniquely determined up to
isomorphism by its chromatic polynomial. The notion of /-unique graphs
was first introduced and studied by Chao and Whitehead [2] (see also
[4]).
Lemma 3.1. If simple h-hypergraphs H and G are /-equivalent and H is
linear then G is linear too.
Proof. Clearly G and H have the same order, say n. Suppose G is not
linear. Let r be the largest number of vertices that two edges of G have in
common, where 2rh&1. Note that if |E1 & E2 |=r then
|E1 _ E2 |=2h&r. Let S be the set of all subsets S of V(G) with
|S|=2h&r such that S can be expressed as a union of edges of G and for
S # S let m(S)2 be the number of edges of G contained in S; then any
two edges of G that are contained in S must have union S. Thus
NG(n&2h+r+1, j)=S # S ( m(S)j ) if j2 and 0 if j1, and by
Lemma 1.2 the coefficient of *n&2h+r+1 in P(G, *) is
:
j0









However, by Theorem 2.1, the coefficient of *n&2h+r+1 in P(H, *) is zero,
a contradiction. K
Theorem 3.2. Let H be a nonacyclic linear h-hyperpraph of order n, size
m, and girth g(H)= g. If the h-hypergraph G is chromatically equivalent to
H and (g, h){(3, 3) then G has the same order, size, and girth as H and
cg(G)=cg(H).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that G is linear too. Because
(g, h){(3, 3), :(H; H1)=0 in the expression (2) for P(H, *)=P(G, *). If G
contains a cycle then by applying (2) to G we deduce that H and G have
the same order, size, and girth and that cg(G)=cg(H). It remains to dis-
miss the possibility that G is acyclic. Then G has (say) n$ vertices, m$ edges,
and p=n$&(h&1) m$ components, which are all hypertrees. Hence,
P(G, *)=* p(*h&1&1)m$ by Lemma 1.3. For this to equal (2), clearly
n$=n and m$=m; but P(H, *), unlike P(G, *), contains two monomials
*n&(g&1)(h&1) and *n& g(h&1)+1 whose exponents differ by h&2, a contra-
diction. K
Corollary 3.3. Cycle C hm is chromatically unique for every m, h3.
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Proof. Since g(C hm)=m the property follows from Theorem 3.2 for
(m, h){(3, 3). The chromatic uniqueness of C 33 follows from Lemma 3.1. K
Let B1, 1p, p , B
1, 2
p, p , and B
2, 2
p, p denote three kinds of bicycles defined as
follows: Consider an elementary h-uniform cycle with p edges C hp( p, h3)
and an elementary h-uniform path with p&1 edges Php&1 having




p, p is obtained by
identifying x and y with distinct vertices of degree i and j in the same edge
of C hp . (B
1, 1
p, p exists only when h4). Clearly g(B
i, j
p, p)= p and cp(B
i, j
p, p)=2.
It can be shown that B1, 1p, p tB1, 2p, p t% B2, 2p, p . By using Theorem 3.2 and con-
centrating on the coefficient of *h&1, one can prove the following theorem;
the details are omitted.
Theorem 3.4. For every p, h3, B2, 2p, p is chromatically unique.
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